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WHAT 
KEEPS US
AWAKE



MISSION 
We are the global supplier of Vita Talalay®, a unique and unsurpassed natural latex material for luxury 
mattress solutions to optimise the quality of sleep.
 
VISION 
We want to bring the healthiest lifestyle by providing the most natural and sustainable sleep experience.
 
VALUES
·  Quality. We make Vita Talalay® the way the inventor Joseph Talalay intended: we never compromise on quality. 

·  Natural. By using natural ingredients, we contribute to improved health.

·  Health. Vita Talalay® inside: the most breathable product for a healthy sleep experience.

·  Transparency. We believe that trust is a fundamental prerequisite of good business. It’s about being open, 
honest and respectful at all times with our colleagues, with our customers and with all our stakeholders.  
At Vita Talalay, we try to improve our customers’ and consumers’ knowledge of sleep quality in general 
and Vita Talalay® specifically.

·  Sustainability. We are committed to Cradle-to-Cradle values. Inspired by nature’s continuous cycle, this 
concept requires us to use materials and design products in such a way that they will be positive to the 
environment and human health.

MISSION, VISION AND  VALUES



More than 80 years ago, after lengthy research, Joseph Talalay developed a unique material: comfort 
latex that can be used for pillows and mattresses. It boasts a unique combination of properties: it provides 
support to the body while being very soft at the same time. Its amazing comfort offers the ultimate sleep 
experience – it’s like sleeping on air. It keeps you cool in the summer and warm in the winter. 

Vita Talalay® from Radium is ultimately the only material in the world made the way Joseph Talalay once 
intended. The traditional production process is complex and requires years of experience and craftsmanship 
to master. Motivated by a vision in which nothing but the best will do, we do not compromise on our quality.

Perhaps this is why the quality of Vita Talalay® has never been rivalled. If you refuse to settle for anything less 
than the very best, visit www.vitatalalay.com to see which other brands have already chosen Vita Talalay®.

WHO 
WE
ARE

TIMELINE



1932 Latex production starts in Maastricht.
1950 N.V. Radium Latex founded.
1959 Acquired by Vredestein.
1961 Talalay latex production starts.
1971  Vredestein acquired (including 
 NV Radium Latex) by Goodrich.
1976  Dutch government acquires 50% of 
 Vredestein shares from Goodrich.
1978  Radium Foam becomes an independent
 subsidiary of Vredestein.

1991 Joins the Vita Group.
1994  Radium Foam makes largest investment
 ever in a brand-new factory.
1996 Official opening of new factory.
2011  Vita Talalay® celebrates its 50th 
 anniversary.
2014 Certified Cradle-to-Cradle® Silver.
2016 Certified Cradle-to-Cradle® Gold.

TIMELINE

TODAY 
With over 60 years of experience in the mattress industry, Vita Talalay® is now present in more than five 
thousand retail shops in more than 70 countries around the world. Vita Talalay® is the only one to produce 
pure natural certified products. In total, we have our product inside 60 thousand mattresses annually. Fur-
thermore, Radium Foam produces high end products for high end partners with high end consumers – the 
best in every way. Included in our large portfolio of consumers are both the Dutch and British royal family. 
Are you ready to join the royal club?



WHY
VITA
TALALAY



ROUND, OPEN CELLULAR STRUCTURE
GOOD VENTILATION
OPTIMAL SUPPORT
MORE HYGIENIC AND HEALTHIER

A good mattress makes the difference and Vita Talalay® latex 
plays an essential role in this. It is the best ventilating comfort 
material in the world, thanks to its unique and incomparable 
round, open cellular structure. This structure wicks away moisture, 
heat and dirt. In addition, the mattress is made of natural latex 
sap without any petrochemical materials or artifi cial additives. 
The material is soft, yet still able to offer optimum support. Natural 
Vita Talalay® provides the most natural, healthy and unrivalled 
sleep experience - as if you are sleeping on air.

OPEN CELLULAR STRUCTURE

ROUND, OPEN CELLULAR STRUCTURE
GOOD VENTILATION

MORE HYGIENIC AND HEALTHIER

The material is soft, yet still able to offer optimum support. Natural 
Vita Talalay® provides the most natural, healthy and unrivalled 
sleep experience - as if you are sleeping on air.



SUPPORTIVE AND YET SOFT
Follows the contours of the body. Supportive and pressure-reducing.

OPTIMAL VENTILATION
Directs moisture and heat away from the body.

OEKO-TEX CLASS 1
No risk to health and even suitable for sensitive baby skin.

WASHED
Vita Talalay® is washed for extra hygiene.

CRADLE-TO-CRADLE
Gold certifi ed.

HYPOALLERGENIC / DUST MITE RESISTANT
Suitable for allergy sensitive people.

RETAINS SHAPE AND HAS LONG LASTING QUALITY  
Proven by institute LGA.

CARBON POSITIVE ENERGY
Positive for the planet.

THE BENEFITS OF VITA TALALAY®



THE HEALTHIEST CHOICE IN COMFORT MATERIAL!
Natural Vita Talalay® has been awarded the Cradle-to-Cradle™ Gold Certifi cate, making it the healthiest 
choice in comfort material. Cradle-to-Cradle® assesses materials in terms of their safety, health, ecological 
footprint (renewable energy, carbon management and water stewardship) and social fairness, so it’s not easy 
to qualify for this certifi cation. As it happens, we are the only ones in the bedding market to have done so. 
We are proud that years of product development have led to this achievement, making the improved Natural 
Vita Talalay® unique in the market for sleep comfort.

CRADLE-TO-CRADLETM GOLD



1.  It all starts with the rubber tree. Our latex comes from the Hevea Brasiliensis – rubber tree.
 These trees can be found in South East Asia. Here they tap the milky liquid from the trees. 
2. The white liquid latex is then transported to Radium Foam in Maastricht.
3. Different recipes for our different product qualities are made.
4. These blends are used in our 9 step production process.
5. This results in the purest Talalay latex in the world. – Natural Vita Talalay®.

THE RECIPE
FOR A
HEALTHY LIFE



With the goal to achieve the healthiest and the most comfortable material, Radium Foam committed itself to 
the Cradle-to-Cradle® philosophy. By first acquiring the silver certification in April 2014, Radium started a 
revolution in the mattress industry by choosing to follow additional safety, health and ecological regulations, 
which are at the heart of Cradle-to-Cradle® .
 
WE ARE WORKING TOWARDS A COMPLETELY SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT LIFECYCLE. 
 
In our production process we aim to produce without any material waste and with 100% natural green 
energy.
Climate positive: Natural Vita Talalay has an air purveying effect: it takes out more CO2 from the air than 
it puts in*. The representation of our passion to the Cradle-to-Cradle® values has been successful and we 
received the Gold certification in early 2016.

MADE WITH 100% NATURAL LATEX
FROM THE HEVEA BRASILIENSIS TREE
WITHOUT ANY ARTIFICIAL ADDITIVES
NO ODOURIZERS, NO FILLERS
NO HARMFUL OFF-GASSING
WASHING OF ALL PRODUCTS
ZERO PETROCHEMICALS

NATURAL VITA TALALAY®

*Tested and researched by Tauw, 
according to Greenhouse Gas Protocol

PURE



VITA TALALAY® LATEX DUNLOP LATEX

With Dunlop latex,  the mould is fi lled completely and then baked (or vulcanised). The dense texture does 
not leave any room for air to get in, so there is a lot less potential for ventilation. There is no open cell struc-
ture, which means that it will be less elastic. With Vita Talalay®, the moulds are only fi lled 30 to 60% and the 
product is evenly distributed because of the vacuum that develops. The product is then frozen and vulcanised. 
This is what gives Vita Talalay® the unique, open, round cellular structure, unlike the closed structure typical 
of the Dunlop latex. Unlike Dunlop and Vita Talalay® latex, memory foam is based on petrochemicals which 
do not provide the same level of ventilation, support or even the bouncing experience through the lack of 
counterpressure.

PRODUCTION PROCESS (9 STEPS)
VITA TALALAY®
1 MIXING
2 FILLING MOULDS 30-60%
3 VACUUM
4 FREEZING
5 GELLING
6 VULCANISING
7 WASHING
8 POST VULCANISING
9 FINISHING / QUALITY CONTROL

PRODUCTION PROCESS (5 STEPS)
DUNLOP LATEX
1 MIXING
2 FILLING MOULDS 100%
• NO VACUUM
• NO FREEZING
• NO GELLING
3 VULCANISING
4 WASHING
• NO POST VULCANISING
5 FINISHING

VITA TALALAY® VERSUS FOAM



MIXING 
 Pure raw materials are 
pumped with air, not fillers.

FILLING 
 The core is filled 30%-60% 
with the latex mixture.

VACUUM FORMATION
 The material is  
homogeneously formed 
around the core.

FREEZING
 The round, open cellular 
structure is created, allow- 
ing the core to breathe.
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GELLING
 This fixes the round, open 
cells, so that they remain in 
place.

VULCANISATION
 High temperature is used 
to give the product its solid 
shape.

WASHING
 This increases durability and 
ensures the same  
firmness over many years.

DRYING AND  
POST-VULCANISATION
 8 hours at 85ºC/185ºF: this 
gives the round and open 
cellular structure its final form.

FINAL INSPECTION / 
QUALITY CONTROL
 The product is inspected for 
its hardness/firmness.

PRODUCTION PROCESS



This is our superior product and is how the inventor, Joseph 
Talalay, once created his product. No other single material 
on the market offers this consistent degree of durability and 
excellent ventilating properties.

Natural Vita Talalay® latex is made from pure natural latex 
without any artifi cial additives. Natural Vita Talalay® is of-
fi cially the healthiest comfort material in the world.*
*patented

The most intelligent product in the range. Vita Talalay® 
Intuition helps to adapt the body temperature as needed. 
Warm in the winter, cool in the summer.

Vita Talalay® latex is the most breathable, most supportive and most comfortable material in the world, 
and is used to produce fi ve different types of mattresses, each of which is available in different degrees of 
fi rmness.

ALL OUR PRODUCTS



Natural Vita Talalay FR is unique in the United Kingdom. 
Made with natural fi re-retaredants this product complies with 
British legislation. Pure natural and safe. Made with natural 
fl ame retardants and pure natural latex Natural Vita Talalay®
FR is our offer for a natural, cool sleep. 

Natural Vita Talalay Origins can be traced back to its source. 
It is a quality check that no pesticides or fertilizers are used. 
On top it protects wildlife and forests and ensures good work-
ing conditions at the plantation. 



The Vita Talalay® Radium Foam products and production processes are all certifi ed, and 
meet the highest health requirements.

CERTIFICATION

CRADLE-TO-CRADLE  
Natural Vita Talalay® is Cradle-to-CradleTM Gold-certifi ed, 
indicating that it has been designed in a responsible manner. 
Checked by the chemists at EPEA, all the materials used have 
been found not to be harmful to health or the environment. 

OEKO-TEX 100, PRODUCT CLASS 1
Once created for clothing, this certifi cate indicates that direct 
contact with the skin will not cause irritation, and that the 
product is safe, even for baby skin.

ECO INSTITUT  
We are the only producer of pure natural Talalay latex which 
holds the eco institute certifi cate, this means we produce 100% 
natural latex and we use no fi llers.  It’s a 100% non-toxic mattress 
with the unique Talalay open, round cell structure.



FLAME-RETARDANT
In order to comply with legislation in the United Kingdom, we 
offer our material Natural Vita Talalay FR.

FSC
Natural Vita Talalay Origins ensures that the origin of the 
product is known and stands for safe and sustainable forest 
and plantation management. No harmful pesticides and fertil-
izers are used. 

RAINFOREST ALLIANCE
Natural Vita Talalay Origins stands for the maintenance of 
rainforest diversity. Protects wildlife. Promotes sustainable living 
through ecological land use. Advocates for corporate social 
responsibility through good working conditions.

GOTS APPROVED
Natural Vita Talalay Origins is GOTS approved for use in 
organic mattresses, toppers and pillows.

Flame-retardant
BS5182; Part III



WE HELP YOU SELL!
Vita Talalay® inside is the most convincing unique selling point you can imagine. We help you to make 
the invisible visible. That’s why Radium Foam supports its partners in any possible way to underline and 
communicate the unique features and benefits of Vita Talalay® latex. In collaboration with each partner we  
define the specific custom made campaigns.

 
THE SUPPORT WE OFFER IS FOCUSED ON THREE AREAS:
 

SUPPORT

For each of our partners we provide the possibility to join our product and commercial training. We are happy 
to invite you and your colleagues to Maastricht in the Netherlands. Here you can feel and smell the unique way 
Vita Talalay® is being produced and you will get detailed information about every aspect of our product.

ONLINE SUPPORT:
• Vita Talalay® branding
• Website optimisation
• Lead generation
• Online campaigns
• Consumer database

TRAINING:
• Product training
• Commercial training

  

POS MATERIALS AND DEMO TOOLS: 
To make it easier for the consumer to understand the 
unique features of Vita Talalay® (with a direct focus 
on retail), we provide the following marketing tools:
• Brochures
• Posters
• Give aways
• Demo materials: blower, magnifier, etc.
• Communication cubes
 
 



How and what you eat can have a significant impact on your sleep. We all know that you should 
not drink a double espresso right before going to bed. But there are also foods that can help you 
sleep. A glass of warm milk, dates or a banana, for instance. And healthy and varied eating 
habits also promote a good night’s rest. And a good night’s rest plays a huge role in your daily 
functioning. The amount of sleep you get is important, but quality matters even more.

A good mattress makes the difference and Vita Talalay® latex plays 
an essential role in this. It is the best ventilating comfort material in the 
world, thanks to its unique and incomparable round, open cellular struc-
ture. This structure wicks away moisture, heat and dirt. In addition, the 
mattress is made of natural latex sap without any petrochemical materi-
als or artificial additives. The material is soft, yet still able to offer opti-
mum support. Natural Vita Talalay® provides the most natural, healthy 
and unrivalled sleep experience as a result - as if you are sleeping on air.  
To learn more about a good night’s sleep, visit vitatalalay.com.

EAT WELL, SLEEP WELL

FOOD

functioning. The amount of sleep you get is important, but quality matters even more.

Only a Vita Talalay mattress can provide support and softness at the same time. Its amazing comfort Only a Vita Talalay mattress can provide support and softness at the same time. Its amazing comfort 
offers the ultimate sleep experience – it’s like sleeping on air. It keeps you cool in the summer and warm offers the ultimate sleep experience – it’s like sleeping on air. It keeps you cool in the summer and warm 
in the winter. Optimal ventilation makes it hygienic, hypo-allergenic and extremely durable. Every Vita in the winter. Optimal ventilation makes it hygienic, hypo-allergenic and extremely durable. Every Vita 
Talalay mattress, mattress pad and pillow offers the best quality available.Talalay mattress, mattress pad and pillow offers the best quality available.

The unique, open, round cellular structure in Vita Talalay latex was invented over 50 years ago, and 
has remained unrivalled ever since. The traditional production process is complex and requires years 
of experience and craftsmanship to master. Motivated by a vision in which nothing but the best will do, 
we do not compromise.

This is what makes Vita Talalay unique, but not unattainable. If you refuse to settle for anything less than 
the very best, visit www.vitatalalay.com.

THE DREAM OF EVERY MATTRESS



Radium Foam BV  
Fort Willemweg 61  

P.O. Box 929 
6200 AX  Maastricht 

The Netherlands 
T  +31 (0) 43 32 887 88

E   info@radiumfoam.nl
W  vitatalalay.com


